
A CHARACTER ANALYSIS OF GILGAMESH FROM THE EPIC OF

GILGAMESH

The The Epic of Gilgamesh characters covered include: Gilgamesh, Enkidu, Shamhat, Utnapishtim, Utnapishtim's Read
an in-depth analysis of Gilgamesh.

Remember: Gilgamesh was in utter denial about Enkidu's death, even keeping Enkidu's body around "until a
maggot fell out of his nose"  His reaction is to beat on the door and say, "If you don't let me in I'll break your
door, and smash the lock"  She discourages Gilgamesh on his pursuit for immortality but ultimately directs
him to the boatman Urshanabi. She prays for Gilgamesh and Enkidu before they embark to fight Humbaba in
the cedar forest. When Enkido does a death imposed by the gods Gilgamesh is heart broken which sets him on
his quest. She brings him back to Uruk with her where he first encounters Gilgamesh. Siduri is the veiled
tavern keeper who comforts Gilgamesh and who, though she knows his quest is futile, helps him on his way to
Utnapishtim. Capricious and mercurial, sometimes she is a nurturing mother figure, and other times she is
spiteful and cruel. He is credited with having built the city walls of Uruk to protect its people. Let's look back
at the beginning. The gods are represented as these hard to please inferior beings. And, pretty much the entire
Epic of Gilgamesh is a tale of how one egomaniacal, rash, and rather thoughtless youthful king "went through
every hardship" only to emerge a wise and excellent king worthy of his own epic 1. The ability to be
transmitters of civilization made women seem remarkably valuable. Gilgamesh accepts this news willingly
because he is in need of a friend. Enkidu A wild man who becomes Gilgamesh's best friend. For more
information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. Mother always knows best?
Afterwards, Enkidu, is shunned by the herd because he is now more then a man than an animal. And, shortly
thereafter the story is over. A brave warrior, fair judge, and ambitious builder, Gilgamesh surrounds the city of
Uruk with magnificent walls and erects its glorious ziggurats, or temple towers. Enkidu has been thought to be
a rival of Gilgamesh, but the two And he became a "hero," a leader, a trusted companion, a protector of his
peopleâ€”in short, no one could "compare with him in kingliness" 1. Or does he simply think a quest will
provide him with lots of quality time with his new best bud? Nothing like someone who is just about your
equal to help you check yourself. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and
bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay
Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our library. But if
you're living in a city, with all the things that a city needsâ€”sanitation, division of labor, taxes,
buildingsâ€”well, you need a different skill set. Hairy-bodied and brawny, Enkidu was raised by animals. But
this man before whom you walked, bringing him here, whose body is covered with foulness and the grace of
whose limbs has been spoiled by wild skins, take him to the washing-place. Some manage to somehow cheat
death and in their adulthood wonder "what the heck was I thinking? You know how looking at a math problem
similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? We'll take a look right away. It is only the nymph
of the dragon-fly who sheds her larva and sees the sun in his glory. She is a minor goddess, noted for her
wisdom. Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a
strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective. Ishtar is frequently
called the Queen of Heaven. Shamhat convinces Enkidu to leave the wild and go to Uruk with her to meet
Gilgamesh and challenge his power. Although I am no better than a dead man, still let me see the light of the
sun. Gilgamesh claims the right to sleep with any woman before her wedding night, also known as "droit de
signeur. Gilgamesh and Enkido ironically become great friends. He tells Urshanabi, "Go up, Urshanabi, onto
the wall of Uruk and walk around.


